Life Abounds: Arctic Native Wildlife Art
The Burke Museum, June 25–December 31, 2005

Traditional masks and carvings created in bone, antler, ivory, stone, and colorful contemporary prints reflect the ancient and enduring relationships between people and the animals in one of the most dramatic and challenging environments on Earth.

“Ascending Loon” by Ohotaq Mikkigak (Inuit), Cape Dorset, 2003. Stonecut & stencil

“Angry Bear” by Sheojuk Etidloie (Inuit), Cape Dorset, 1998. Etching & aquatint

“Neaqugarsitt” by Kakulu Saggiaktot (Inuit), Cape Dorset, 2003. Etching and aquatint

“Spirit in Flight with Dog” by Eegyvudluk Ragee (Inuit), Cape Dorset, 1961. Stencil
Learn more at the library!

From children’s books and ancient tales to real-life adventures and congressional reports, you can read more about the Arctic land and cultures at your community library or online at www.kcls.org.

Here’s a sampling of information about the Arctic available through the King County Library System.

- Arctic National Wildlife Refuge: Seasons of life and land
  Subhankar Banerjee
  508.7987 BAN

- Caribou Rising: Defending the Porcupine herd, Gwich-in culture, and the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge
  Rick Bass
  799.27658 BAS

- The Inuit: Glimpses of an Arctic past
  David Morrison and Georges-Hebert Germain
  971.00497 BRU

- Across Time and Tundra: the Inuvialuit of the western Arctic
  Ishmael Alunik, Eddie D. Kolausk, and David Morrison
  971.93 ALU

- Crossroads of Continents: Cultures of Siberia and Alaska
  Smithsonian Institution Press
  915.7

- Inuksuit: Silent messengers of the Arctic
  Norman Hallendy
  971.901 HAL

- Crossroads Alaska: Native cultures of Alaska and Siberia
  Valerie Chaussonnet
  979.8004 CHA

- A Legacy of Arctic Art
  Dorothy Jean Ray
  704.03971 RAY

- The Inuit Imagination: Arctic myth and sculpture
  Harold Seideman & James Turner
  730.89971 SEI

- The Arctic Wolf: Ten years with the pack
  L. David Mech
  599.74442 MEC 1997

- Three Among the Wolves: A couple and their dog live a year with wolves in the wild
  Helen Thayer
  599.77315 THA

- A is for Arctic: Natural wonders of a polar world
  Wayne Lynch
  591.998 LIN

- Thirty Years in the Arctic Regions
  by Sir John Franklin, 1786-1847
  919.8

- Ice Blink: The tragic fate of Sir John Franklin’s lost polar expedition
  Scott Cookman
  919.804 COO

- Frozen in Time: The fate of the Franklin expedition
  Owen Beattie & John Geiger
  919.804 BEA 2004

- The Last Wild Edge: One woman’s journey from the Arctic Circle to the Olympic rain forest
  Susan Zwinger
  917.19 ZWI

- The complete idiot’s guide to the Arctic and Antarctic
  Jack Williams
  919.8 WIL

- Across Time and Tundra: the Inuvialuit of the western Arctic
  Ishmael Alunik, Eddie D. Kolausk, and David Morrison
  971.93 ALU

- Sea, Ice, and Rock
  Chris Bonington and Robin Knox-Johnston
  796.1246 BON

- The Last Wild Edge: One woman’s journey from the Arctic Circle to the Olympic rain forest
  Susan Zwinger
  917.19 ZWI

- Partners in Education
  The Burke Museum and the King County Library System make learning a joy.